Using the techniques of finite-temperature field theory we renorrnalize the electromagnetic and gravitational couplings of an electron which is immersed in a heat bath with T && m, . By taking the nonrelativistic limit, we demonstrate that the inertial and gravitational masses are unequal. The implications for the equivalence principle are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
A cornerstone of the theory of general relativity is the principle of equivalence, which states, in its weak form, that the gravitational acceleration is identical for all bodies, or that the inertial and gravitational masses are equal. This equality has been tested via the Eotvos experiment and its successors and is now verified to the level of one part in 10' . Since in a quantum theory a portion of a particles mass (formally infinite) arises from radiative corrections, these must also obey the equivalence principle and this has been demonstrated via detailed theoretical calculation.
However, in a quantum field theory at temperature T&0, a fraction of the mass of a particle arises through the finite-temperature component of the radiative corrections. We have pointed out previously that these terms do not satisfy the equivalence principle. However, the format was as a brief note, and we present here a more substantive discussion of this result.
There are two limits to finite-temperature calculations which are natural to consider, T &&m and T~~m. In the former the temperature-dependent effects arise due to interaction with a photon heat bath, with the effect of massive particles being suppressed by O(exp( -m/T)). The interpretation of the theory is simplest in this situation, as one can sensibly consider the case of nonrelativistic motion, for which our intuition is well developed. At very high temperatures, T~&m, the interpretation becomes considerably more difficult, as there then exists a background heat bath of particle-antiparticle pairs. Then not only are the calculations more complex, but in addition all energy states are filled up to a Fermi energy E -T, so that the Pauli effect would appear to prevent the particle being studied from being nonrelativistic. For these reasons, we shall confine our discussion to the interpretively clearer case of T &&m.
Our program is then as follows. In Sec. II, we outline, for completeness and in order to define terms, the 
The Lagrangian then becomes
where Here A&(p,p) can be determined via the Ward identities
o '= eo4-oy 
The relevant radiative-correction diagrams are shown in ' (y~"+y~")u (p) .
(26) E =(p +m ) '~( 27) In order to define the gravitational mass we place the electron in an external gravitational field described by a potential Ps(x). To lowest order then, we can write the resultant metric as Thus the energy-momentum tensor is unchanged by renormalization.
However, here E, p are related using the renormalized mass
Here if we expand P(x) in terms of free-field creation and annihilation operators In the case of a theory at T&0, the only difference is that the T=O vacuum~0 ) must be replaced by the finitetemperature vacuum~0)~, which is defined by a (p)a(p)~0)p --n~(E)~0)p, (38) where gpv='gpv+hjMvw here in the harmonic gauge h""-2gg5"". indicated in the Appendix. We then find (again calculating at q=O)
Including Zz for wave-function renormalization we can now add all terms to find the renormalized energymomentum tensor at finite temperature
p~p"2(a~/3)T 5"o5~- 
Z ' -1=0
and we see that there is no wave-function renormalization to order a.
To calculate the gravitational mass we need the energy-momentum tensor of a charged scalar particle.
Because we will only consider gravitons with q=0 interacting with the scalar field we can use the canonical energy-momentum tensor'
Computing the acceleration then yields the gravitational mass =2(B~-eAp)P (8"-eA")P -g~"Wp,
mg -5m p Vgs or ms=mz -5m&
which is clearly different from the inertial mass. That this inequality is more general than our simple spinor electrodynamic calculation can be seen in Sec. IV where we show that similar results obtain for the case of a scalar field.
since the improved tensor of Callan, Coleman, and Jackiw' gives an identical result in this limit. ' [The tensor of Eq. (72) is such that the trace of Tz"gives 2m for a free scalar particle. ] The relevant radiative-correction diagrams are shown in Fig. 6 . The effects of the graph in Fig. 6 
Adding the contributions 6(a) -6(h) and dividing by Zz(= 1) we find """'=P (p)(2p"p )P(p) and we note that this is the same inertial mass shift as in the spinor-electrodynamics case.
We then repeat the calculation of the renormalization of T&"but now at finite T, to obtain
pt ( 
Pt(p)(4JI'" gl""I)P(p) [Fig. 6(f)], - 
with the exception. of the T"coupling to the photon, Fig.   4 (f). The problem here is that at q=0 the photon propagators both carry identical four-momenta k&. Thus, the finite-temperature integral will contain a piecẽ 
